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October 28, 2005
Photography Review | 'Manufactured Landscapes'

A Magnifying Glass on the Industrial Wasteland
By KEN JOHNSON

Edward Burtynsky, the Canadian photographer whose large, sumptuous and numbingly clichéd color pictures are in a big exhibition at the Brooklyn Museum,
specializes in a familiar genre that historians have called "the industrial sublime." His subjects include oil fields, rock quarries, junkyards, factories, mines and 
other large-scale enterprises, but the key to his work is his formal approach. Whether shooting small things close-up (piles of discarded circuit boards awaiting 
recycling, for example) or big things from a distance (like marble quarries in India), he frames the subject so that it not only fills the entire picture but also, you
can't help imagining, extends almost infinitely in every direction. 

The effect is disorienting, awesome and alarming. The extremely detailed images often look like scenes in a Hollywood thriller. But Mr. Burtynsky has more 
high-minded motives. He wants to show people how human activities have altered, for better or worse, our experience of the earth's natural topography. Hence 
the title of his exhibition, "Manufactured Landscapes." (The exhibition was organized and circulated by the National Gallery of Canada, Ottawa.) 

One of the problems with Mr. Burtynsky's photography is that he uses the same pumped-up pictorial rhetoric of shock and awe in almost every one of the more 
than 60 works on view. This produces a monotonous effect and, what's worse, a loss of representational credibility. By applying the same compositional formula 
to every subject, from California tire dumps to new buildings in China, Mr. Burtynsky hammers away at the idea of the global proliferation of industrial 
production, destruction and waste. But he leaves out a lot of information, too.

Because his pictures give so little sense of the physical limits of their subjects, they also convey little sense of context in broader ways. Those multicolored 
blocks of compacted scrap metal may look dangerously toxic, but aren't they going to be recycled, and isn't that a good thing? That ambiguity is itself another
cliché: making bad things appear visually seductive and good things look scary is one of photography's oldest tricks.

Sometimes Mr. Burtynsky's photographs are misleading. Among the most arresting pictures are ones showing what appear to be aerial views of rivers colored 
intensely red and orange, as if they were burning within from some incredibly poisonous waste. Then you realize that these waterways are actually small enough 
to walk across; and a wall label explains that the color comes from iron oxide waste from a nickel mine, which seems less poisonous than the pictures would lead
you to believe. 

Some visitors may observe parallels between Mr. Burtynsky's work and the photographic catalogs of industrial structures by the Germans Bernd and Hilla 
Becher and the photographs of spectacular modern subjects like rock concerts and big box stores by Andreas Gursky. The works of the New Topographers, like
Robert Adams, Lewis Baltz and Frank Gohlke, who with almost scientific objectivity have documented the effects of human activities on landscapes of the 
American West, also come to mind.

The difference between the works of those artists and Mr. Burtynsky's is that they mostly avoided conventionally picturesque approaches to their subject matter. 
Mr. Burtynsky's photographic vision is closer to that of National Geographic magazine. Though technically impressive and, because of its scale, 
important-seeming, it offers nothing about photography or about the world that we have not already seen in the works of countless other proficient, globe-trotting
photojournalists whose names have faded into the oblivion of artistic mediocrity. 

"Manufactured Landscapes: The Photographs of Edward Burtynsky" is at the Brooklyn Museum, 200 Eastern Parkway, at Prospect Park, (718) 638-5000, 
through Jan. 15. His recent China photographs are at Charles Cowles Gallery, 537 West 24th Street, Chelsea, (212) 741-8999, through Nov. 5.
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